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Abstract 
The development of the vascular tissues in plants was a pivotal point in their evolution. The 
development of different kinds of water conducting xylem tissue further helped the plants 
spread over different areas. The two main types of xylem, protoxylem and metaxylem, follow 
a certain pattern in Arabidopsis thaliana, with protoxylem being formed first and then 
metaxylem strands in between. The identity of a xylem cell is decided before maturation into 
proto- or metaxylem by a multicomponent, gradient based mechanism including microRNAs 
as well as transcription factors of the family homeo domain leucine zipper, and especially the 
transcription factor PHABULOSA has been under investigation in regard to proto- and 
metaxylem identity. Even though many parts of the xylem identity mechanism surrounding 
PHABULOSA has been found, how other genes or proteins and transcription factors interact 
in order for cell identity to be determined needs more research. In this project, mutants in the 
PHABULOSA gene causing a change in xylem cell identity have been randomly mutated 
using ethyl methanesulfonate, and their vasculature and xylem cell identity analyzed in the 
hopes of finding genes previously unknown to play a part in the identity of xylem identity. 
All mutant lines analyzed were found to have some degree of suppression of the 
PHABULOSA mutant phenotype. Several different kinds of vascular phenotype were also 
found among the mutant lines, with one line standing out by having a large proportion of 
plants with extra protoxylem formed. The results indicate that all mutant lines have mutations 
in genes involved in some way in the identity, regulation and/or development of vascular 
tissue. Further analysis and eventually mapping the mutated genes could reveal previously 
unknown regulators in the root vascular development.  
 
Introduction 
 
The vascular tissue 
The evolution of vascular tissue in land plants was an important change that allowed them to 
colonize dry areas on land. Being able to take up water through the ground by the use of water 
conducting xylem made the vascular plants less dependent on humid environment, enabling 
them to spread to new areas. The two types of vascular tissue, phloem for transport of 
photosynthesis products from the leaf, and xylem for transport of water and nutrients from the 
roots, are gathered in the stele of the stem and root (Evert et al. 2013). In the root of the 
model plant Arabidopsis thaliana a central axis of xylem runs across the stele. Flanking the 
xylem on both sides are the procambial cells and phloem, with phloem differentiating in the 
peripheral procambium. Surrounding the xylem, procambium and phloem is the pericycle. 
The xylem axis is composed of two different types of xylem. In the central axis, metaxylem is 
formed, characterized by pitted secondary cell walls. Towards the periphery of the axis and 
pericycle, xylem cells differentiate into protoxylem cells with annular or spiral secondary cell 
walls (Evert et al. 2013).  
 
Mechanism of cell identity 
The identity of xylem cells between protoxylem and metaxylem is decided early in the plants 
life by transcription factors (TFs) of a homeo domain leucine zipper (HD-ZIP III) family 
containing five members: PHABULOSA (PHB), REVOLUTA (REV), PHAVOLUTA (PHV), 
Arabidopsis thaliana HOMEOBOX8 (ATHB8) and CORONA (CNA) ( Carlsbecker et al. 
2010, Miyashima et al. 2011). HD-ZIP III TFs can be found in all land plants. In 
angiosperms, as well as non-vascular plants such as bryophytes, they help regulate leaf 
development (Prigge & Clark 2006). In the Arabidopsis root, PHB is involved in determining 
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the identity of metaxylem and protoxylem through a dosage dependent process (Carlsbecker 
et al. 2010, Miyashima et al. 2011). A TF known as SHORT-ROOT (SHR) moves from the 
stele to the endodermis, where it activates another TF, SCARECROW (SCR). These two 
initiate transcription of two microRNA (miRNA) genes, MIRNA165A and MIRNA166B. 
miRNA165/6 are mobile, and form a decreasing gradient from the endodermis towards the 
central stele. miRNA165/6 binds to a target site on the PHB mRNA, causing degradation 
(Rhoades et al. 2002, Reinhart et al. 2002). 
 
The role of PHB 
In one PHB mutant (phb-7d), where a point mutation in the miRNA target site of PHB causes 
a change in the mRNA, preventing miRNA165/6 from binding, metaxylem was formed in 
place of protoxylem in the xylem axis of the root (Carlsbecker et al. 2010). This gain-of-
function mutant also had a termination of the root meristem three days after germination, 
suggesting that a balanced activity of PHB is also involved in root meristem maintenance. 
The results indicate that PHB is silenced towards the stele periphery by miRNA165/6, and 
that low levels of PHB causes the protoxylem identity in xylem cells. However, it seems that 
several HD-ZIP III TFs together are involved in determining the identity of the xylem cells by 
dosage, as has been shown with double, triple and quadruple mutants (Carlsbecker et al. 
2010). There still remain gaps in our understanding of the mechanism of cell vascular identity 
and development. We know that low levels of PHB leads to protoxylem identity, and high 
levels lead to metaxylem identity. But other factors could be acting upstream, downstream, or 
interacting with PHB and other HD-ZIP III TFs. In order to achieve a more complete 
understanding of the vascular identity and development mechanism, these other factors need 
to be found. 
 
A search for additional factors 
In order to find other factors involved in the regulation and development of vascular tissue, 
seeds from the gain of PHB mutant phb-7d (Carlsbecker et al. 2010) have been randomly 
mutated. The aim is to find plants that have a suppression of the phb-7d phenotype, which 
would indicate that the new mutation has occurred in something that is involved with vascular 
identity and development. Once candidates have achieved homozygosity, mapping-by-
sequencing (James et al. 2013) will be performed in order to find out which gene has been 
mutated to cause suppression of the phb-7d phenotype. 
My part of the project has been to analyze plants of different generations by looking at 
AHP6:GFP (Bishopp et al. 2011) expression in root tips, looking at root length and observing 
the vascular phenotype of the roots in order to find mutants that suppress the phb-7d 
phenotype and to see if any mutants appear to be homozygous for the mutation in question. 
 
Results 
 
Previous work 
As my project is part of a bigger project, some previous lab work has been done by others. 
Before my arrival, the gain-of-function mutant phb-7d  was crossed with the wild type (wt) 
C24 containing the a GFP reporter fused to the ARABIDOPSIS HISTIDINE 
PHOSPHOTRANSFER PROTEIN6 (AHP6) promoter, and lines containing both the mutated 
PHB gene as well as the AHP6:GFP reporter were isolated.  AHP6 is expressed in 
protoxylem and the two to three pericycle cells closest to the protoxylem, with the strongest 
signals appearing in the initial meristematic cells in the root. A signal can also be observed in 
the lateral roots. The seeds of this cross were mutagenized using ethyl methanesulfonate 
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Figure 1. Percentage of plants from each EMS line and controls 
grown on plates that showed GFP signal in the primary root. 

(EMS), a mutagen commonly used for work with Arabidopsis that causes random changes of 
C to T and G to A in the genome, and 500 pools were created, each pool containing 5-8 
plants. Seeds from these pools were collected and screening began for GFP signal in the 
primary root. The aim is to find lines by using forward genetics that suppresses the phb-7d 
phenotype in xylem cell identity due to new EMS mutations in genes other than PHB, and to 
identify these genes, hopefully giving more insight into the components that determine xylem 
cell identity and differentiation. 
 
Varying degree of GFP signal among mutants 
In this project, I have analyzed six third 
generation (M3) (134-66, 135-57, 144-54, 154-
58, 158-50, 163-25) and two fifth generation 
(M5) (67-16-3-1, 72-4-13-5) EMS mutants for 
the occurrence of protoxylem. Seeds of each 
EMS line were plated on separate plates 
containing Gelrite medium. To check for GFP 
signal as a result of expression of AHP6 in the 
primary root, I looked at the root tips of the 
seedlings under a fluorescens stereo 
microscope seven days post germination. 
When analyzing for GFP signal in the primary  
root of the seven days old plants, I found a  
varying degree of signal between the lines (figure 1). Since a GFP tag is coupled to the 
protoxylem-expressed AHP6 gene, a GFP signal is expected to be found if the new EMS 
mutation has suppressed the phb-7d phenotype.  
Among the M3 lines, EMS156-58 (n=52), EMS163-26 (n=60) and EMS135-57 (n=48) (figure 
2) showed the highest amount of plants with signal, with ca 85%, 77% and 65%, respectively. 
EMS134-66 (n=15), EMS158-50 (n=42) and EMS144-54 (n=41) showed a much lower 
percentage of plants with signal, with ca 13%, 12% and 5 %, respectively. Since none of the 
lines showed a 100% signal in plants, it seems that these lines either have not yet reached 
homozygosity for the mutation, or the mutation isn’t penetrating enough in some plants to 
give a signal. Of the two M5 lines, only EMS72-4-13-5 (n=41) showed 100% signal, while 
EMS67-16-3-1 (n=37) showed ca 86% signal. This seems to indicate that EMS72-4-13-5 
have reached homozygosity for the mutation, while EMS67-16-3-1 is still heterozygote, 
unless the penetrance is not complete. It seems probable that the mutation is dominant for all 
lines that have above 65% signal, while the lines with 13% or lower could be a recessive 
mutation. However, penetrance could play a role in the segregation pattern. 
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Root length 
Since mutations in PHB also affects the root length of the primary root due to early 
termination of the root meristem, I measured the primary root length in seedlings that showed 
a GFP signal from the EMS lines to see if the newly induced mutations lead to a surviving 
root meristem. On average, I found the root length of the EMS mutants to fall somewhere 
between that of equally old seedlings of the wt C24 AHP6:GFP and gain of function mutant 
phb-7d AHP6:GFP used as control (figure 3). No data could be produced for the EMS134-66 
and EMS135-54 line however, since root tips were collected on slides before the 
measurements were conducted. Once measured I did statistical analysis using Kruskal-Wallis 
test, which showed that there is a significant difference in median root length between all 
measured EMS-lines and their C24 and/or phb-7d controls (p<0.05). I used the Kruskal-
Wallis test instead of a one-way ANOVA since the data was non-parametric, and it tests to 
see if there is a significant difference in median root length between several groups (in this 
case the EMS mutants, C24 wt and phb-7d mutant). However, the test only shows if there is a 
difference, not between which groups the difference lies. 
In order to determine if there is a significant difference between the EMS lines and both C24 
and phb-7d control, I also performed a TukeyHSD for each line. Since the Kruskal-Wallis test 
only shows if there is at least one significant difference between the groups, the TukeyHSD 
needs to be performed to analyze specifically between which groups the difference lies. 
EMS156-58, EMS163-26, EMS67-16-3-1 and EMS72-4-13-5 all showed a significant 
difference between both C24 and phb-7d root length (p<0.05). For EMS144-54, there was a 
significant difference between the EMS line and C24 line (p=0.0002), but not between the 
EMS line and phb-7d line (p=0.0609). The same was found for EMS158-50, where there was 
a significant difference between the EMS line and C24 (p=0.0009), but not between the EMS 
line and phb-7d (p=0.7812). The results indicate that there is some rescue of the root 
meristem in mutants of lines 156-58, 163-26, 67-16-3-1 and 72-4-13-5, but since the 
difference in root length between lines 144-54 and 158-50 and the phb-7d control was not 
significant, the same conclusions cannot be drawn for these mutants.  
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Boxplots of root lengths from each analyzed EMS line and their combined C24 and phb-7d controls. 
Kruskal-Wallis tests showed a significant difference between all EMS-line root lengths and their C24 controls. 
All lines except EMS144-54 and EMS158-50 showed a significant difference in root length compared to phb-7d 
controls. 
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Figure 4. Diagram showing the percentage of vasculature type categories for each EMS line and C24/phb-7d 
control. Apart from all EMS mutant lines having some wild type vasculature, EMS 156-58 shows a very high 
degree of extra protoxylem. 

Analyzing developed vascular tissue 
To gather more information on the phenotype of plants that had shown a GFP signal in the 
seedling root, I collected the root tips from each seedling after 10 days of growth and 
analyzed the vasculature using a bright field axioscope. Plants were divided into seven 
different categories depending on the type of vasculature found (figure 4). The “wild type” 
(wt) category included plants with initially two protoxylem strands, and later metaxylem 
develops between the two protoxylem strands. The “extra protoxylem” (px) category included 
plants that had more than two strands of protoxylem compared to wt. The “px break” category 
included plants with a wt phenotype but one or more breaks in one or both protoxylem 
strands. Plants that showed no protoxylem but only metaxylem (mx) were put in the “only 
mx” category. Plants with a wt phenotype but breaks in the mx were put in the “mx break 
category”. The “changed amount of px/mx” category included plants where one or more 
strands of either px or mx had been replaced by the corresponding other type of xylem cells, 
and the “combination” category included plants that had a combination of wt and another 
category, for example initially one px strand and later wt. The plate containing EMS134-66 
got heavily contaminated with bacterial growth and only a fraction of the root tips could be 
collected. Among the other lines I only noted the phenotype of plants where the cell type was 
clearly observable (figure 5a-j), since the vasculature in some plants were very hard to see due 
to the root having twisted on the slides. 
At least 20 roots per mutant line were collected, except for EMS134-66, EMS144-54 and 
EMS158-50 where only two roots could be analyzed per mutant line. I found a combination 
of several categories in all mutant lines, with wt being the biggest category (³ 25% for each 
line), except for EMS156-58 where the largest category was extra px with ca 44% of the 
plants. To know if the lines have different mutated genes resulting in the variation in 
vasculature types, eventually mapping by sequencing will need to be performed. In particular, 
EMS156-58 would be interesting to continue selfing and cultivating due to the number of 
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Figure 6. Vertical and horizontal cross sections of EMS67-16-3-1 and EMS72-4-13-
5 root tips using confocal microscope. Green signal comes from AHP6:GFP 
promoter/reporter in pre-xylem cells. In EMS72-4-13-5, a faint signal can also be 
detected in the neighboring pericycle cells. 

plants showing extra px, which could indicate a mutated gene that is involved with px 
identity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GFP signal was also analyzed in 11 days old root tips of EMS67-16-3-1 and EMS72-4-13-5 
using a confocal microscope. Radial cross section showed that plants from both lines had GFP 
signal in cells with xylem identity all the way down to the  
quiescent center (QC) (figure 6), something that is observed in the C24 wt but not phb-7d 
mutant.  
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Figure 5. Examples of the largest vasculature categories for each EMS line. White arrows indicate 
protoxylem, black arrows indicate metaxylem a, C24 with “wt” vasculature. b, phb-7d mutant with only mx. 
c, EMS134-66 with “wt” vasculature. d, EMS135-57 with “changed amount of px/mx” vasculature. e, 
EMS144-54 with “wt” vasculature. f, EMS156-58 with “extra px” vasculature. g, EMS158-50 with “px 
break” vasculature. h, EMS163-26 with “wt” vasculature. i, EMS67-16-3-1 with “wt” vasculature (px close 
to root tip). j, EMS72-4-13-5 with “wt” vasculature. 
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Figure 7. Picture comparison of the phenotype of planted mutants. In particular, line 134-66 and 144-54 stood out with their compact 
rosettes with round leaves. Line 72-4-13-5 also stood out with serrated leaves. Due to the differences in planting date size and 
inflorescence should not be compared. Plants are not shown at the same age. 

Overall, I found the QC in the EMS mutants to look healthier than in the phb-7d control. 
Radial cross sections also revealed the expected signal in the peripheral cells with protoxylem 
identity, however I could not observe a signal in the pericycle cells adjacent to the protoxylem 
strand, as can be seen in C24. The signal was overall stronger in the in the 72-4-13-5 mutants 
compared to the 67-16-3-1 mutants.  

Extraction of DNA 
In order to use Sanger sequencing to check if the EMS mutation of the EMS lines 67-16-3-1 
and 72-4-13-5 is located in the PHB gene or if another gene has been mutated, I collected 
about 4 leaves from plants of each line from 12 days old plants. The leaves were then stored 
at -80°C until I extracted DNA with the CTAB protocol (see “Material and Method”). After 
extraction the concentration of DNA was measured using nanodrop. The concentration of  
C24 and phb-7d controls were 140.17 and 130.60 ng/µl. The concentration of the EMS lines 
was 97.80 ng/µl for 67-16-3-1 and 71.95 ng/µl for 72-4-13-5. These levels are sufficient 
enough to follow through with Sanger sequencing. As my project is only part of a bigger 
project, I will not myself be part of the sequencing, but it will rather be performed in the 
future by other lab group members. 
 
Planting of seedlings 
In order to observe the shoot phenotypes as well as be able to collect seeds, I planted five 
plants from each EMS line with GFP signal on soil, as well as two C24 and two phb-7d plants  
from each plate. An exception to this is EMS134-66, where I only found two plants that 
showed a GFP signal and were planted. I found a few lines to stand out compared to the 
others as well as the controls.  
Leaves of the EMS72-4-13-5 plants had almost a serrated edge, something I did not observe 
in either other EMS mutants or the controls (figure 7). Mutants of lines 134-66 and 144-54 
generally had small, dome-like rosettes, while the rest of the lines had leaf and rosette sizes 
somewhere in between the C24 and phb-7d controls. No plants died early and all were viable 
at the end of the experiment. Leaves of the mutants were generally like phb-7d, which 
compared to C24 seem to have more rounded and a bit smaller leaves. EMS72-4-13-5 had 
leaves that were more oblong compared to the other mutants, while EMS134-66 had more 
round leaves compared to the other mutants. Once the plants had produced an inflorescence 
with flowers, the inflorescence stems were covered using plastic bags in order to collect seeds 
for future experiments. Since different EMS lines were planted at different dates, and due to 
the time constraints of the project, the inflorescences of the different mutant lines were not 
compared. 
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Discussion 
Since the process of mutation by EMS is random, it is plausible that the suppression of phb-
7d phenotype is caused by differently mutated genes between the lines. To know this for sure 
however, the mutated gene or genes need to be identified. In order to determine that it is not 
PHB that has been mutated again, future work will include the need of Sanger sequencing 
once the lines have reached homozygosity for the EMS mutations by selfing the lines into 
future generations. Since the EMS mutagenesis is random, there is a chance that a new 
mutation in PHB is the reason for the suppression of phb-7d phenotype. It would be 
unfortunate if a mutated PHB is the reason for the observed phenotypes, since the main aim of 
the project is to find new regulators of vascular development. 
If the mutations are not in PHB, mapping by sequencing would reveal which genes are 
mutated, and from there their involvement in protoxylem cell identity and phenotype can be 
further investigated. Since the sample size for EMS134-66 (two plants), EMS144-54 (two 
plants) and EMS158-50 (five plants) were quite low due to lack of GFP signal, the 
observations for these lines should be taken with a grain of salt.  
 
EMS72-4-13-5 seems to be homozygous for the EMS mutation, since the previous generation, 
like the generation in this experiment, both showed 100% GFP signal among seedlings. The 
mutant lines that showed a high percentage of plants with GFP signal might be homozygote, 
but the mutation isn’t penetrative enough to give a signal in all plants. This could also explain 
the segregation pattern. 75% of plants is expected to show a signal if the mutation is dominant 
and the plant I heterozygous. However, among the mutant lines with a high percentage of 
plants with GFP signal, I observed 86%, 85%, 77% and 65% plants with GFP signal. Though 
77% is close to the expected segregation pattern, deviation of the other mutants might be due 
to penetrance issues with the mutation, or the suppression of phb-7d phenotype might be 
dosage dependent considering the EMS mutation. 
 
It seems that no matter the EMS mutant or generation, the root length could not be recovered 
to C24 wt. The EMS mutants use the phb-7d background, which in turn is based on the C24 
ecotype background, and it seems that the root meristem is recovered to some degree 
compared to the phb-7d mutant, all mutants except EMS144-54 and 158-50 showed a 
significant difference between their root lengths and those of both phb-7d and C24. More 
investigation is needed in order to determine if the intermediate root length of the EMS 
mutants is due to the primary root meristem being terminated at a later time compared to phb-
7d or if the division of stem cells in the meristem of the EMS mutants happen at a slower rate. 
 
When analyzing the vascular cell types, it became apparent that all EMS mutant lines had 
some individuals with wt vascular tissue. One mutant stood out, namely EMS156-58. Plants 
from this line showed a very high percentage of extra protoxylem, and the other categories of 
vascular tissue found in this line all included protoxylem. The high number of plants with 
extra protoxylem makes this an interesting line to continue with, as some part of the 
protoxylem identity mechanism might be mutated, effecting the metaxylem identity expected 
under high PHB expression throughout the stele. Interesting to note as well is the absence of 
signal in the pericycle when analyzing the M5 plants using confocal microscopy. These lines 
had few if any lateral roots, and lateral roots are initiated from the pericycle. The lack of 
lateral roots might be coupled to the lack of signal in the pericycle. A possible explanation to 
this is that whatever is mutated in these lines are active in the xylem axis, leading to 
suppression of the phb-7d phenotype here, but not active in the pericycle, and thus the GFP 
signal expected in phb-7d suppression is not found there. It would be interesting to compare 
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this to other EMS lines that have more lateral roots, and to see if these mutant lines have a 
GFP signal in the pericycle. 
Regardless, the results indicate that whatever is suppressing the phb-7d phenotype in the stele 
is also effecting the meristem of the root. If the mutated gene is expressed in both the stele 
and meristem, effect factors in both stele and meristem, or if it is part of a signal chain 
between the stele and meristem is hard to discern at this stage, but there appears to be some 
correlation between vascular development and meristem maintenance in regard to the 
mutation. 
 
The reasons for the suppression of the phb-7d phenotype is hard to put a finger on at this 
stage, since we don’t yet know where the EMS mutations are located. The use of the 
AHP6:GFP promoter-reporter can however narrow down possible candidates.  
Phb-7d has deficient auxin signaling (Müller et al. 2016). The AHP6 gene is activated by 
auxin (Bishopp et al. 2011), which explains the lack of GFP signal in the phb-7d mutant. The 
fact that I could see AHP6:GFP signal in the EMS mutants seems to indicate that the mutation 
is in a gene somehow connected to auxin, either directly, by interaction or through auxin 
response factors. Mutant analysis has previously also revealed that PHB is involved in an 
auxin signaling loop that helps regulate the patterning of vascular tissue (Müller et al. 2016). 
The AHP6:GFP signal leads me to believe that auxin signaling is higher in the EMS mutants. 
This could be because of higher levels of auxin as a result of a mutation in the auxin 
biosynthesis pathway. There is also the possibility that some auxin response factor, that is 
known to interact with PHB, has been mutated. If something that interacts with PHB has been 
mutated in a way that prevents this interaction, this could simulate the lower levels of PHB 
seen in the C24 wt stele periphery, which could lead to the suppression of the phb-7d 
phenotype. 
 
The future for the M3 EMS mutants as well as EMS 67-16-3-1 will be to be selfed into further 
generations in the hopes of acquiring homozygous individuals. Once homozygosity is thought 
to have been accomplished, outcrossing to phb-7d as well as C24 in order to determine if the 
mutation is recessive or dominant will need to be done, as well as Sanger sequencing of the 
PHB gene and, unless it is the PHB gene that has been mutated, mapping of the mutated gene 
by sequencing. Werther or not the EMS mutations are the same or different, all seem to 
impact the formation of protoxylem in some way, making them all good candidates for 
exploring the mechanism of xylem identity, as well as primary root meristem maintenance.  
 
Material and Method 
 
Plating of seeds 
Seeds from six third generation EMS mutants and two fifth generation EMS mutants were 
sterilized by submerging them in 70% ethanol for 20-30 minutes. The seeds were then 
submerged in 95% ethanol for 2 minutes followed by 4x2 minutes of washing in sterilized 
water. The seeds were put on plates containing Murashige-Skoog (MS) medium with 2.2g/L 
MS powder, 5 g/L Gelrite and 10 g/L sucrose. One plate was prepared for each EMS line, and 
each plate also contained phb-7d AHP6:GFP and C24 AHP6:GFP as controls. The M3 EMS 
mutants used were EMS134-66, EMS135-57, EMS144-54, EMS156-58, EMS158-50 and 
EMS163-26. The two M5 mutants were EMS67-16-3-1 and EMS72-4-13-5. After plating the 
seeds, the plates were left to stratify at 4°C for two days before being moved to 16 hours 
light/8 hours dark, with 22°C day temperature and 20°C.  
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Measuring roots 
Root lengths were measured from pictures of the plates using the image editor program 
XnViewMP. Root length of the EMS mutants as well as phb-7d AHP6:GFP and C24 
AHP6:GFP controls were noted, and a Kruskal-Wallis statistical test was performed using the 
statistical program RStudio, comparing the root length of the EMS mutants to both phb-7d 
AHP6:GFP and C24 AHP6:GFP. Since the Kruskal-Wallis test only shows if there is a 
significant difference between at least two groups, TukeyHSD was also performed in order to 
see more specifically if the difference was between the EMS line and only one of the controls, 
or between the EMS line and both controls.  
 
Microscopy 
The plates were analyzed for GFP signal in the primary roots using a Leica M205 FA 
fluorescent stereo microscope seven days after being moved to light.  
Two weeks after plating, primary root tips were collected and mounted on microscope slides 
by using a chloralhydrate solution (66,7 g chloralhydrate, 8,3 g glycerol, 25 g water), and the 
vascular tissue was analyzed using a Zeiss Axioscope A1. Five plants from each line were 
then planted on soil and kept in the same light conditions as above. 
 
DNA extraction 
Leaves of seedlings from EMS67-16-3-1 and EMS72-4-13-5 were also collected and DNA 
extracted using CTAB protocol: small tubes containing frozen leaves and glass beads were 
put into a tissue lyser and shaken using a 30 second, speed six program. 800µl 1.5× CTAB 
were added to the tube and then everything except the glass beads were transferred to 1,5 ml 
Eppendorf tubes. The new tubes were then put in a heat block at 65°C for 30 minutes, turning 
the tubes up and down a few times each 8 minutes. 600µl 24:1 (chloroform:isoamyl alcohol) 
were then added to each tube and gently shaken for 20 minutes. The tubes were then 
centrifuged at 8.000 rpm for 20 minutes. 450µl of the supernatant in each tube was transferred 
to new Eppendorf tubes and 1 ml 95% cold ethanol was added to each. The tubes were stored 
at -20°C over night. Next day, the tubes were centrifuged at 12.000 rom for 15 minutes, the 
solution was poured out by carefully inverting the tube. 500µl of 75% ethanol was added to 
each tube and then centrifuged at 12.000 rpm for 5 minutes. The solution was again carefully 
poured out, the pellet was left to dry and then dissolved again by adding 50µl TE buffer. The 
concentration was measured using nanodrop. 
 
1.5× CTAB:  
CTAB                         15g 
1M Tris • Cl(pH8,0)   75 ml 
0,5M EDTA                30ml 
NaCl                            61,4g 
Add ddH2O to             1000ml   
 
TE buffer: 
1M Tris pH8,0            5ml 
0,5M EDTA ph8,0      1ml 
dH2O                           496 ml 
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Planting 
Seedlings were planted in soil twelve days after being moved to light conditions. The soil was 
treated with 2.5 ml Vectobac per liter water before planting in order to prevent insect 
contamination, and then once a week. Plants were kept in a phytotron with 16 hours light, 8 
hours dark, 22 °C day temperature and 20 °C night temperature. 
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